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Euler Cycles in K2m Plus Perfect Matching
TOMA´Sˇ DVORˇA´K AND IVAN HAVEL†, PETR LIEBL
We analyze the freedom one has when constructing an Euler cycle through KC2m , the complete
graph of even order plus a perfect matching. We start with the fact that a multigraph G with
m edges is Eulerian iff it can be obtained from a cycle of length m by glueing certain vertices
together. Our extension is the following. We deal with cycles of
(2m
2
C m edges, whose vertices
are colored black and white. There are 2m black vertices and
(2m
2
− m white vertices. Assuming
that glueing a black and a white vertex results in a black vertex we describe a method of how to
glue certain vertices of a given cycle in such a way that the resulting multigraph is KC2m with all
vertices black.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study Euler cycles of KC2m , the Eulerian multigraph formed by adding a perfect
matching to the complete graph K2m . Let v0 be an arbitrary vertex of KC2m . We show how
to construct, given a decomposition
2m2 D
2mX
iD1
di
of the number of edges of KC2m into positive integers d1; : : : ; d2m , an Euler cycle γ of
KC2m with the following property. If we start at v0 walking through K
C
2m along γ and
consecutively color black the vertices we reach after passing d1; d1Cd2; : : : ; d1C  Cd2m
edges, then in the end, all the 2m vertices of KC2m will be black.
A similar result for K2mC1, the complete graph of an odd order, is given in [2]; that paper
also discusses the relationship to the decomposition of the complete graph into edge-disjoint
trails of positive length (first investigated probably in [1, 4]). The result of [2] was also
used to determine the harmonious chromatic number of quasistars [3]. In [2] we used a
computer to verify about 40 000 cases needed for the basis of the induction; our present
proof is computer-free, while still using similar methods.
We shall deal with finite undirected multigraphs without loops. We specify such a multi-
graph G by a pair .V .G/; G/, where V .G/ is the vertex set of G and G V V .G/V .G/!
N is a mapping that determines the multiplicity of edges of G. Thus G.x; x/ D 0 and
G.x; y/ D G.y; x/ for x; y 2 V .G/, G.x; y/ giving the number of parallel edges
joining x and y.
Our basic notion is that of an e-homomorphism. Given multigraphs G; H , we call a
mapping ’ V V .G/! V .H/ an e-homomorphism of G into H , if
u; v 2 V .H/ H) H .u; v/ 
X
’.x/Du
’.y/Dv
G.x; y/:
Note that if G is a cycle of length jE.H/j, then there is an e-homomorphism of G into H
iff H is Eulerian.
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FIGURE 1. The case m D 2.
FIGURE 2. KC4 − e [ S3 D KC6 .
Now assume that V .G/ is partitioned into the sets of black and white vertices. We say that
’ is injective on the black vertices of G if for any two distinct black vertices x; y 2 V .G/
we have ’.x/ 6D ’.y/.
For m > 1, consider cycles of 2m2 vertices where 2m vertices are colored black and the
remaining 2m.m−1/ vertices are white. For m D 1, we regard the multigraph on two black
vertices joined by two parallel edges also to be a cycle of the requested type. For m  1
denote by Cm the set of such cycles, where we consider as identical those which arise from
each other by rotation and reflection.
For m  1, let KC2m denote the complete graph on 2m vertices plus a perfect matching:
V .KC2m/ D f1; : : : ; 2mg; KC2m .i; j/ D
8><>:
0 if i D j
2 if i C j D 2m C 1
1 otherwise.
Our result may be stated as follows.
THEOREM. For every m  1 and C 2 Cm there is an e-homomorphism of C into KC2m
that is injective on the black vertices of C .
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2. LEMMAS
The result obviously holds for m D 1. In case m D 2, one can verify that C2 has eight
elements; they are shown together with the corresponding e-homomorphisms into KC4 in
Figure 1.
To resolve the case m  3, we use an inductive construction, where certain auxiliary
multigraphs are needed. Consider the complete tripartite graph K2m−2;1;1 (m  2), where
the vertex set is partitioned into three classes fag; fbg; fs; e; v5; : : : ; v2mg and two vertices
are adjacent iff they belong to different classes of tripartition. Adding two extra edges, we
obtain multigraph Sm :
V .Sm/ D V .K2m−2;1;1/;
Sm .x; y/ D
8><>:
2 if fx; yg D fa; bg
1 if fx; yg D fs; eg
K2m−2;1;1.x; y/ otherwise.
Note that SmC1 arises from Sm by adding the vertices v2mC1; v2mC2 and the 4-cycle a; v2mC1,
b; v2mC2; a. The basic fact we use in our proof is that KC2m D G1 [ G2, where G1 D
KC2m−2 − e and G2 D Sm , for an arbitrary edge e of KC2m−2 (see Figure 2 for the case
m D 3)
A section of C 2 Cm .m  2/ is a subgraph of C which is a path induced by 4m − 1
vertices. A section is called a 3-section if it contains exactly three black vertices.
LEMMA 1. Any C 2 Cm (m  2) contains a 3-section S such that not both endvertices of
S are black.
PROOF. Let m  2 and C 2 Cm . There must be a section of C containing less than
four black vertices; otherwise, computing the sum  of the number of black vertices of all
2m2 sections, we get   4  2m2 D 8m2, which contradicts the fact that in  , each of
the 2m black vertices is counted exactly 4m − 1 times. Similarly, there must be another
section containing more than 3 black vertices (otherwise 2m.4m − 1/ D   3  2m2, a
contradiction). Numbers of black vertices of two neighboring sections (i.e. such that the
symmetric difference of their vertex sets contains only two vertices, each of them being
an endvertex of one section) cannot differ by more than 1. Hence there must exist two
neighboring sections S and S0, containing three and four black vertices, respectively. Then
one of the endvertices of S must be white. 2
For m  2, let 5m be the set of paths of 4m vertices, where exactly two or three internal
vertices are black and the remaining vertices (including the endvertices) are white. For
each path from 5m , choose one endvertex and call it left, the other one will be right. Each
 2 5 is characterized by a triple .t1; t2; t3/ or a quadruple .q1; q2; q3; q4/ of positive
integers, namely the distances from the left endvertex to the first black vertex, from the first
to the second black vertex, etc. The sum of these three or four numbers is 4m − 1.
LEMMA 2. Let m  2,  2 5m ,  D .t1; t2; t3/. Then there exists an e-homomorphism
of  into Sm , injective on the black vertices, such that
(i) the endvertices of  are mapped on fs; eg,
(ii) the black vertices of  are mapped on fa; bg.
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PROOF. We argue by induction on m.
I. The e-homomorphisms of triples of 52, satisfying the conditions required, are listed
below. Because of the symmetry, we can assume that t1  t3.
.1; 1; 5/ into S2 by sabseabe .1; 2; 4/ into S2 by saebabse
.1; 3; 3/ into S2 by saesbabe .1; 4; 2/ into S2 by sabsebae
.1; 5; 1/ into S2 by sabseabe .2; 1; 4/ into S2 by sabaesbe
.2; 2; 3/ into S2 by sabeabse .2; 3; 2/ into S2 by sabseabe
.3; 1; 3/ into S2 by saebabse
II. Now suppose that m  3. Let  D .t1; t2; t3/ 2 5m . First assume that one of the
numbers of the triple, say t 0, is greater than 4. Take  0 2 5m−1 which differs from  in
that t 0 has been decreased by 4. By the induction hypothesis, there is an e-homomorphism
of  0 into Sm−1, satisfying (i) and (ii). Modifying this e-homomorphism by including the
4-cycle a; v2m−1; b; v2m; a or b; v2m−1; a; v2m; b in the appropriate position, we obtain the
desired e-homomorphism of  into Sm .
The only remaining cases are the following:
.3; 4; 4/ into S3 by saebav5bav6bse .4; 3; 4/ into S3 by sav5baesbv6abe: 2
LEMMA 3. Let m  3,  2 5m ,  D .q1; q2; q3; q4/. If q1 6 q4 .mod 4/, then there
exists an e-homomorphism of  into Sm , injective on the black vertices, such that
(i) the left and right endvertices of  are mapped on s and e, respectively,
(ii) the black vertices of  are mapped on fa; b; sg.
PROOF. We prove a stronger statement, adding a technical condition
(iii) if q4 D 1, then the third black vertex (the one at distance q4 from the right endvertex)
is not mapped on s.
We argue by induction on m.
I. The case m D 3 is solved below:
.1; 1; 1; 8/ by sabseabv5av6be .1; 1; 2; 7/ by sabesbav5bv6ae .1; 1; 3; 6/ by sabaesbv5av6be
.1; 1; 5; 4/ by sabav5besbv6ae .1; 1; 6; 3/ by sabv5av6besbae .1; 1; 7; 2/ by sabav5bv6aesbe
.1; 2; 1; 7/ by saesbabv5av6be .1; 2; 2; 6/ by sabsebav5bv6ae .1; 2; 4; 4/ by sabseav5bav6be
.1; 2; 5; 3/ by sabsebav5bv6ae .1; 2; 6; 2/ by sabsebv5av6bae .1; 3; 1; 6/ by sabesbav5bv6ae
.1; 3; 3; 4/ by sav5bseabav6be .1; 3; 4; 3/ by sabesbav5bv6ae .1; 3; 5; 2/ by sabesbv5av6bae
.1; 4; 2; 4/ by sabav5besbv6ae .1; 4; 3; 3/ by sav5besbabv6ae .1; 4; 4; 2/ by sabav5bv6aesbe
.1; 5; 1; 4/ by sabv5aesbav6be .1; 5; 2; 3/ by sabav5bsebv6ae .1; 5; 3; 2/ by sabv5av6baesbe
.1; 6; 1; 3/ by sabav5besbv6ae .1; 6; 2; 2/ by sabv5av6bsebae .1; 7; 1; 2/ by sabv5av6besbae
.2; 1; 1; 7/ by seasbabv5av6be .2; 1; 3; 5/ by sabsebav5bv6ae .2; 1; 4; 4/ by sabsebv5abv6ae
.2; 1; 5; 3/ by sabseabv5av6be .2; 1; 7; 1/ by sabsebav5bv6ae .2; 2; 2; 5/ by sabesbav5bv6ae
.2; 2; 3; 4/ by sabesbv5abv6ae .2; 2; 4; 3/ by sabv5av6besbae .2; 2; 6; 1/ by sabesbav5bv6ae
.2; 3; 1; 5/ by seabasbv5av6be .2; 3; 2; 4/ by seav5bsabav6be .2; 3; 3; 3/ by sabaesbv5av6be
.2; 3; 5; 1/ by seabasbv5av6be .2; 4; 1; 4/ by seabav5bsav6be .2; 4; 2; 3/ by sabav5bseav6be
.2; 4; 4; 1/ by sabav5bsebv6ae .2; 5; 1; 3/ by seabv5av6bsabe .2; 5; 3; 1/ by sabav5besbv6ae
.2; 6; 2; 1/ by sabv5av6besbae .2; 7; 1; 1/ by seabav5bv6asbe .3; 1; 1; 6/ by saesbabv5av6be
.3; 1; 2; 5/ by saesbv5abav6be .3; 1; 3; 4/ by sav5bsebabv6ae .3; 1; 5; 2/ by saesbav5bv6abe
.3; 1; 6; 1/ by sav5bsebabv6ae .3; 2; 1; 5/ by sabseabv5av6be .3; 2; 2; 4/ by sabseav5bav6be
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.3; 2; 4; 2/ by sabav5bv6aesbe .3; 2; 5; 1/ by sabseabv5av6be .3; 3; 1; 4/ by saesbv5abav6be
.3; 3; 3; 2/ by sav5baesbv6abe .3; 3; 4; 1/ by sabav5bseav6be .3; 4; 2; 2/ by sabseav5bv6abe
.3; 4; 3; 1/ by sav5babesbv6ae .3; 5; 1; 2/ by saesbv5av6babe .3; 5; 2; 1/ by sabseabv5av6be
.3; 6; 1; 1/ by sabseav5bv6abe .4; 1; 1; 5/ by sabesbav5bv6ae .4; 1; 3; 3/ by seav5bsabav6be
.4; 1; 4; 2/ by sabv5abv6aesbe .4; 1; 5; 1/ by sabesbav5bv6ae .4; 2; 2; 3/ by sabesbav5bv6ae
.4; 2; 3; 2/ by sabv5av6baesbe .4; 2; 4; 1/ by sabv5abseav6be .4; 3; 1; 3/ by sabesbv5abv6ae
.4; 3; 2; 2/ by sabesbv5av6bae .4; 3; 3; 1/ by sabv5av6bseabe .4; 4; 1; 2/ by sabv5av6besbae
.4; 4; 2; 1/ by sabesbav5bv6ae .4; 5; 1; 1/ by sabesbv5av6bae .5; 1; 1; 4/ by sav5besbabv6ae
.5; 1; 2; 3/ by sabaesbv5av6be .5; 1; 3; 2/ by sav5bv6abaesbe .5; 2; 1; 3/ by sav5besbabv6ae
.5; 2; 2; 2/ by sabav5bv6aesbe .5; 3; 1; 2/ by sav5besbv6abae .6; 1; 1; 3/ by sabv5aesbav6be
.6; 1; 3; 1/ by sabv5av6bsebae .6; 2; 2; 1/ by sabav5bseav6be .6; 3; 1; 1/ by sabv5aesbv6abe
.7; 1; 1; 2/ by sav5bv6aesbabe .7; 1; 2; 1/ by sabav5besbv6ae .7; 2; 1; 1/ by sabav5bv6aesbe
.8; 1; 1; 1/ by sabv5av6besbae
II. Now suppose that m  4. Let  D .q1; q2; q3; q4/ 2 5m and q1 6 q4 .mod 4/. First
assume that one of the numbers of the quadruple, say q 0, is greater than 4. Take  0 2 5m−1
which differs from  in that q 0 has been decreased by 4. By the induction hypothesis,
there is an e-homomorphism of  0 into Sm−1, satisfying (i)–(iii). Note that the conditions
(i)–(iii) also guarantee, that for each subgraph  of  , which is a path with each endvertex
being either black or an endvertex of  , at least one vertex of  is mapped on a or b.
Whence, one can modify the e-homomorphism of  0 into Sm−1 by including the 4-cycle
a; v2m−1; b; v2m; a or b; v2m−1; a; v2m; b in the appropriate position to obtain the desired
e-homomorphism of  into Sm .
In case qk  4 for 1  k  4, the only quadruples satisfying q1 6 q4 .mod 4/ are
.3; 4; 4; 4/ and .4; 4; 4; 3/. The requested e-homomorphisms are as follows:
.3; 4; 4; 4/ into S4 by sav5bv6abav7besbv8ae
.4; 4; 4; 3/ into S4 by sabv5av6besbv7abv8ae: 2
Note that the assumption q1 6 q4 .mod 4/ is essential, since for the quadruples .1; 7; 2; 1/,
.2; 3; 4; 2/, .2; 6; 1; 2/ the statement of the lemma does not hold.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We argue by induction on m. The case m D 1 is trivial, m D 2 is settled by Figure 1.
Assume that m  3 and let C 2 Cm . Then by Lemma 1, C contains a 3-section S with
endvertices x and y, at least one of them being white. Without loss of generality assume
that y is white and let xL , yR be the neighbors of x , y, respectively, that do not belong to S.
Denote by  and  the following induced subgraphs of C . Let  be the path with
endvertices x and yR , containing y, let  be the path with endvertices x and yR , not
containing y. Let eC denote the cycle obtained from  by adding an edge fx; yRg. We
distinguish two cases:
CASE 1. x is black. Then eC 2 Cm−1 and hence by the induction hypothesis, there is an
e-homomorphism h of eC into KC2m−2, injective on the black vertices. Let e 2 E.KC2m−2/
be the image of the edge fx; yRg under h. Since V .eC/ D V ./, the mapping h V V ./!
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V .KC2m−2/ defined by h.v/ D h.v/ for all v 2 V ./ is an e-homomorphism of  into
KC2m−2 − e.
Now recolor x white, and in case yR is black, recolor yR white as well. Then  2 5m ,
and by Lemma 2 there is an e-homomorphism h of  into Sm . Using the fact that KC2m
can be expressed as a union of two graphs, isomorphic to K2m−2 − e and Sm , respectively,
we combine h and h to obtain the desired e-homomorphism h of C into KC2m .
CASE 2. x is white. First recolor vertex x black, then eC 2 Cm−1 and the induction
hypothesis applies. Similarly as in Case 1, there is an e-homomorphism h with the same
properties as above. Next, recolor x white, and in case yR is black, recolor it white as well.
Now  2 5m ,  D .q1; q2; q3; q4/ and we can assume that q1 6 q4 .mod 4/, for otherwise
the roles of x and yR can be played by y and xL , respectively. Then we proceed as above,
using Lemma 3 and combining h and h to obtain the desired e-homomorphism h.
4. FINAL REMARKS
The problem we tried to attack in this paper can apparently be formulated for any Eulerian
multigraph. In particular, it is natural to replace KC2m by the graph K
−
2m that arises from the
complete graph K2m by deleting edges of a perfect matching.
PROBLEM. Is it true that for every m  2 and a cycle C of length (2m2  − m with 2m
vertices colored black there is an e-homomorphism of C into K−2m that is injective on the
black vertices of C?
We only succeeded to verify by a computer search that the answer is positive for m  4.
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